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 Requirements for high-resolution (~50 km) 
surface-wave tomography:

1. short paths to resolve small structures
2. short periods (5 <  T < 25 sec ) to resolve
   shallow (crustal) structure
3. evenly distributed sources (earthquakes)
   to create a tomographic image 

These are not met by traditional earthquake-based
techniques



Starting point:

Much of the “noise” recorded at a station is 
fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love waves
arriving from different directions



The cross correlation of background
seismic noise recorded at two stations
provides information about the 
propagation speed (the phase velocity)
of surface waves between the two 
stations.

P
Q

Proposition:

Explored by many, e.g., Aki, Campillo, Cox, Lobkis, Ritzwoller, Sabra, Shapiro, 
Snieder and many others, also in other fields



P QP Q

Two stations,  P and Q,
separated by L km

What is the cross 
correlation of noise 
signals recorded at 

P and Q?

The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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highlighting the ⇥/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation

between P and Q. It should be noted, however, that for a single frequency ⌅ the integral also simplifies to
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which is a simple cosinusoid with the amplitude modulated by the distance between the two stations. That

is, the separation of the cross-correlation function into two contributions observed in equation 15 is only

apparent; since A0
� normally is unknown, the argument of the cosine cannot be recovered from RPQ(t).
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Gaussian white noise, 1 Hz sampling



Gaussian white noise spectrum



Auto-correlation function of noise

The exponent in the integrand of equation ?? has stationary points at ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡. With two76
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highlighting the ⇡/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation81

between P and Q. It should be noted, however, that for a single frequency ! the integral also simplifies to82
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which is a simple cosinusoid with the amplitude modulated by the distance between the two stations. That84
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1.3 The basic equations for the spectrum93

Following Cox (1973), we write that the normalized cross-spectral density function Q(s,!; ⇣) is94
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P Q

Plane wave incident on 
two stations, P and Q

P Q

one noise source
station azimuth: θ=0 deg.

distance: L=200 km
speed: c=3 km/s



The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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highlighting the ⇥/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation

between P and Q. It should be noted, however, that for a single frequency ⇤ the integral also simplifies to
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which is a simple cosinusoid with the amplitude modulated by the distance between the two stations. That

is, the separation of the cross-correlation function into two contributions observed in equation 15 is only

apparent; since A0
� normally is unknown, the argument of the cosine cannot be recovered from RPQ(t).
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Cross-correlation function, P and Q

one noise source
station azimuth: θ=0 deg.



P QP Q

one noise source
station azimuth 180 deg.

Plane wave of noise 
incident on two 
stations, P and Q



one noise source
station azimuth: θ=180 deg.

Cross-correlation function, P and Q

The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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highlighting the ⇥/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation
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P

Q

one noise source
station azimuth 90 deg.



Cross-correlation function, P and Q

The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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P

Q

one noise source
station azimuth 45 deg.



The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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highlighting the ⇥/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation
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Cross-correlation function, P and Q



P Q

two noise sources
station azimuth 0 deg.



Cross-correlation function, P and Q



P Q

four noise sources
station azimuth 0 deg.



Cross-correlation function, P and Q



P Q

10 noise sources
azimuth 0 deg.



Cross-correlation function, P and Q



P Q

180 noise sources
azimuth 0 deg.



10 hours of noise data

Cross-correlation function, P and Q



Cross-correlation function, P and Q

200 hours of noise data
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Cross-correlation function, P and Q

red: theoretical prediction

The corresponding distribution of the time delays A
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for |t| < L/c, and A
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(t) = 0 elsewhere. We see that the contributions at ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡ are much54

larger than at other angles (in fact, the distribution is singular at these values), reflecting that the delays are55

stationary with respect to ✓ in those azimuths. It follows that the cross-correlation function will therefore be56

dominated by contributions with time delays close to L/c.57

1.2 Stationary-phase approximation of the cross-correlation function58

We can express and evaluate the cross-correlation function that should result from an azimuthal distribution59

of random surface-wave signals impinging on the two stations. We return to the expression for the cross-60

correlation function for the monochromatic surface wave and write for the contributions from all angles61
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where the + or � sign is chosen for h00(t0) > 0 or < 0, respectively.75
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What about the Fourier transform?



What about the Fourier transform?

The exponent in the integrand of equation ?? has stationary points at ✓ = 0 and ✓ = ⇡. With two76
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highlighting the ⇡/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation81
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which is a simple cosinusoid with the amplitude modulated by the distance between the two stations. That84

is, the separation of the cross-correlation function into two contributions observed in equation ?? is only85
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The corresponding distribution of the time delays A
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Spectrum of cross-correlation function
real imaginary

The exponent in the integrand of equation 10 has stationary points at � = 0 and � = ⇥. With two

contributions to the stationary-phase approximation we obtain
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highlighting the ⇥/4 phase advance with respect to the phase delay resulting from plane-wave propagation

between P and Q. It should be noted, however, that for a single frequency ⇤ the integral also simplifies to
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which is a simple cosinusoid with the amplitude modulated by the distance between the two stations. That

is, the separation of the cross-correlation function into two contributions observed in equation 15 is only

apparent; since A0
� normally is unknown, the argument of the cosine cannot be recovered from RPQ(t).
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Real data
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spectra for dispersive and polarized waves. A key result is
equation (42) of Aki [1957],

r r;w0! " # J0
w0

c w0! " r
! "

; !1"

which states that the azimuthally averaged normalized cross
spectrum r(r, w0) for a receiver separation r and frequency
w0 varies as J0, the Bessel function of the first kind, where
c(w0) is the phase velocity at frequency w0. Aki comments,
‘‘This formula clearly indicates that if one measures r(r, w0)
for a certain r and for various w0’s, he can obtain the
function c(w0), i.e., the dispersion curve of the wave for the
corresponding range of frequency w0’’.
[6] Cox [1973] provided a derivation of the full form of

the cross spectrum for a noise distribution with arbitrary
azimuthal power density; the first term, corresponding to an
isotropic noise field, is equivalent to that derived by Aki
[1957]. In Part 3 of his 1957 paper, Aki argues, on the basis
of similarities in the observed correlation functions derived
from station pairs oriented at different azimuths, that the
azimuthally averaged cross spectrum r(r, w0) can be
replaced in the analysis by the spectrum obtained for a
single station pair. Aki’s [1957] observation underlies the
assumption, now widely adopted, that the stochastic noise
wavefield is sufficiently isotropic to make the leading term
in the real part of the spectrum dominant.

3. Data and Methods

[7] In our algorithm, analysis and processing of the data
for determination of individual phase-velocity measure-
ments is accomplished in five steps: (1) time-frequency
normalization of individual nine-hour-long seismograms,
(2) calculation of station-pair cross spectra, (3) stacking of
cross spectra for the period of observation, (4) identification
of zero crossings in the real part of the spectrum, and
(5) interpretation of zero crossings in terms of phase
velocity.
[8] The original seismic signal is highly variable in time

and the spectral amplitude varies by orders of magnitude
across the broad-band period range of interest ($5–100 s).
These variations reduce the validity of the assumption of a
dominantly isotropic wavefield, leading to the need for
some type of normalization. Other authors have accom-
plished this step by one-bit normalization [e.g., Shapiro et
al., 2005] and spectral whitening [Bensen et al., 2007;
Harmon et al., 2008]. Here, we use a different approach,
in which the original nine-hour-long seismogram is pro-
cessed using a comb of 1-mHz-wide overlapping filters. The
resulting nearly monochromatic signals are divided by their
analytic time-domain envelopes to yield output signals
of unit amplitude. These signals are then summed back
together to form what we refer to as a time-frequency-
normalized (TFN) seismogram.
[9] The TFN seismograms are tapered and transformed to

the frequency domain, and the cross correlation of signals
recorded at two stations is performed by spectral multipli-
cation. Stacks are then formed by summing the available
spectra, excluding those seismograms that overlap with
significant earthquakes, here defined as any earthquake in
the Global centroid-moment-tensor catalog [Ekström et al.,

2005]. Approximately one third of the records are elimi-
nated by applying the absence-of-earthquake criterion.
[10] Figure 1 shows the stacked spectra for the TA station

pairs D07A–B04A and D07A–C09A, located in Washing-
ton State and separated by 282 km and 145 km, respectively.
The real parts of the spectra (dark blue) resemble a Bessel
function in their oscillatory character, but the amplitudes of
the peaks do not decrease monotonically with frequency as
for J0. This amplitude behavior is not surprising given the
well-known peaks in the Earth’s noise spectrum and the
non-linear filtering involved in the time-frequency normal-
ization. The imaginary component of the D07A–B04A
spectrum is similar in amplitude to that of the real compo-
nent, and also displays an oscillatory character. As described
in detail by Cox [1973], the non-vanishing imaginary part of
the cross spectrum is a consequence of the azimuthally non-
uniform power of the noise.
[11] Because the amplitude of the real part of the spec-

trum depends on both the background noise spectrum and
non-linear effects of the data processing, dispersion infor-
mation cannot readily be deciphered from the detailed shape
of the spectrum. The locations of the zero crossings in the
spectrum should, however, be insensitive to variations in the
spectral power of the background noise, and we choose to
use the locations of these zero crossings as the dispersion
observables. If wn denotes the frequency of the nth observed
zero crossing and zn denotes the nth zero of J0, we can
determine the corresponding phase velocity as

c wn! " # wnr

zn
; !2"

following Aki’s [1957] approach. In observed spectra,
association of a given zero with a particular zero crossing
of J0 may be difficult because noise in the spectrum can
cause missed or extra zero crossings. To allow for this, we
develop a set of phase-velocity estimates cm(wn) based on
equation (2), where

cm wn! " # wnr

zn%2m
; !3"

and m takes the values 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., indicating the number
of missed or extra zero crossings.
[12] Figure 1 displays the locations of the zero crossings

of the real spectra as points on a frequency vs. phase-
velocity dispersion diagram. Connecting the positive-to-
negative zero crossings and the negative-to-positive zero
crossings generates two dispersion curves that can be
assessed for consistency. Additional, trial dispersion curves
are derived from the phase-velocity measurements resulting
from different possible choices of m for each zero. At long
periods, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ phase-velocity measurements can
easily be identified by whether they fall within a realistic
range (Figure 1). At shorter periods, the best criteria for
evaluating the validity of phase-velocity estimates are the
smoothness and continuity of the dispersion curves. By
connecting zero crossings of the same kind (up or down),
and allowing for extra or missed zero crossings at arbitrary
locations in the spectrum, our algorithm generates a large
suite of dispersion curves. It then discards all curves that
have unacceptable phase-velocity values or step-like veloc-
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spectra for dispersive and polarized waves. A key result is
equation (42) of Aki [1957],

r r;w0! " # J0
w0

c w0! " r
! "

; !1"

which states that the azimuthally averaged normalized cross
spectrum r(r, w0) for a receiver separation r and frequency
w0 varies as J0, the Bessel function of the first kind, where
c(w0) is the phase velocity at frequency w0. Aki comments,
‘‘This formula clearly indicates that if one measures r(r, w0)
for a certain r and for various w0’s, he can obtain the
function c(w0), i.e., the dispersion curve of the wave for the
corresponding range of frequency w0’’.
[6] Cox [1973] provided a derivation of the full form of

the cross spectrum for a noise distribution with arbitrary
azimuthal power density; the first term, corresponding to an
isotropic noise field, is equivalent to that derived by Aki
[1957]. In Part 3 of his 1957 paper, Aki argues, on the basis
of similarities in the observed correlation functions derived
from station pairs oriented at different azimuths, that the
azimuthally averaged cross spectrum r(r, w0) can be
replaced in the analysis by the spectrum obtained for a
single station pair. Aki’s [1957] observation underlies the
assumption, now widely adopted, that the stochastic noise
wavefield is sufficiently isotropic to make the leading term
in the real part of the spectrum dominant.

3. Data and Methods

[7] In our algorithm, analysis and processing of the data
for determination of individual phase-velocity measure-
ments is accomplished in five steps: (1) time-frequency
normalization of individual nine-hour-long seismograms,
(2) calculation of station-pair cross spectra, (3) stacking of
cross spectra for the period of observation, (4) identification
of zero crossings in the real part of the spectrum, and
(5) interpretation of zero crossings in terms of phase
velocity.
[8] The original seismic signal is highly variable in time

and the spectral amplitude varies by orders of magnitude
across the broad-band period range of interest ($5–100 s).
These variations reduce the validity of the assumption of a
dominantly isotropic wavefield, leading to the need for
some type of normalization. Other authors have accom-
plished this step by one-bit normalization [e.g., Shapiro et
al., 2005] and spectral whitening [Bensen et al., 2007;
Harmon et al., 2008]. Here, we use a different approach,
in which the original nine-hour-long seismogram is pro-
cessed using a comb of 1-mHz-wide overlapping filters. The
resulting nearly monochromatic signals are divided by their
analytic time-domain envelopes to yield output signals
of unit amplitude. These signals are then summed back
together to form what we refer to as a time-frequency-
normalized (TFN) seismogram.
[9] The TFN seismograms are tapered and transformed to

the frequency domain, and the cross correlation of signals
recorded at two stations is performed by spectral multipli-
cation. Stacks are then formed by summing the available
spectra, excluding those seismograms that overlap with
significant earthquakes, here defined as any earthquake in
the Global centroid-moment-tensor catalog [Ekström et al.,

2005]. Approximately one third of the records are elimi-
nated by applying the absence-of-earthquake criterion.
[10] Figure 1 shows the stacked spectra for the TA station

pairs D07A–B04A and D07A–C09A, located in Washing-
ton State and separated by 282 km and 145 km, respectively.
The real parts of the spectra (dark blue) resemble a Bessel
function in their oscillatory character, but the amplitudes of
the peaks do not decrease monotonically with frequency as
for J0. This amplitude behavior is not surprising given the
well-known peaks in the Earth’s noise spectrum and the
non-linear filtering involved in the time-frequency normal-
ization. The imaginary component of the D07A–B04A
spectrum is similar in amplitude to that of the real compo-
nent, and also displays an oscillatory character. As described
in detail by Cox [1973], the non-vanishing imaginary part of
the cross spectrum is a consequence of the azimuthally non-
uniform power of the noise.
[11] Because the amplitude of the real part of the spec-

trum depends on both the background noise spectrum and
non-linear effects of the data processing, dispersion infor-
mation cannot readily be deciphered from the detailed shape
of the spectrum. The locations of the zero crossings in the
spectrum should, however, be insensitive to variations in the
spectral power of the background noise, and we choose to
use the locations of these zero crossings as the dispersion
observables. If wn denotes the frequency of the nth observed
zero crossing and zn denotes the nth zero of J0, we can
determine the corresponding phase velocity as

c wn! " # wnr

zn
; !2"

following Aki’s [1957] approach. In observed spectra,
association of a given zero with a particular zero crossing
of J0 may be difficult because noise in the spectrum can
cause missed or extra zero crossings. To allow for this, we
develop a set of phase-velocity estimates cm(wn) based on
equation (2), where

cm wn! " # wnr

zn%2m
; !3"

and m takes the values 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., indicating the number
of missed or extra zero crossings.
[12] Figure 1 displays the locations of the zero crossings

of the real spectra as points on a frequency vs. phase-
velocity dispersion diagram. Connecting the positive-to-
negative zero crossings and the negative-to-positive zero
crossings generates two dispersion curves that can be
assessed for consistency. Additional, trial dispersion curves
are derived from the phase-velocity measurements resulting
from different possible choices of m for each zero. At long
periods, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ phase-velocity measurements can
easily be identified by whether they fall within a realistic
range (Figure 1). At shorter periods, the best criteria for
evaluating the validity of phase-velocity estimates are the
smoothness and continuity of the dispersion curves. By
connecting zero crossings of the same kind (up or down),
and allowing for extra or missed zero crossings at arbitrary
locations in the spectrum, our algorithm generates a large
suite of dispersion curves. It then discards all curves that
have unacceptable phase-velocity values or step-like veloc-
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Aki, 1957

(made fashionable again by Ekström,  Abers, and Webb, 2009)



spectra for dispersive and polarized waves. A key result is
equation (42) of Aki [1957],

r r;w0! " # J0
w0

c w0! " r
! "

; !1"

which states that the azimuthally averaged normalized cross
spectrum r(r, w0) for a receiver separation r and frequency
w0 varies as J0, the Bessel function of the first kind, where
c(w0) is the phase velocity at frequency w0. Aki comments,
‘‘This formula clearly indicates that if one measures r(r, w0)
for a certain r and for various w0’s, he can obtain the
function c(w0), i.e., the dispersion curve of the wave for the
corresponding range of frequency w0’’.
[6] Cox [1973] provided a derivation of the full form of

the cross spectrum for a noise distribution with arbitrary
azimuthal power density; the first term, corresponding to an
isotropic noise field, is equivalent to that derived by Aki
[1957]. In Part 3 of his 1957 paper, Aki argues, on the basis
of similarities in the observed correlation functions derived
from station pairs oriented at different azimuths, that the
azimuthally averaged cross spectrum r(r, w0) can be
replaced in the analysis by the spectrum obtained for a
single station pair. Aki’s [1957] observation underlies the
assumption, now widely adopted, that the stochastic noise
wavefield is sufficiently isotropic to make the leading term
in the real part of the spectrum dominant.

3. Data and Methods

[7] In our algorithm, analysis and processing of the data
for determination of individual phase-velocity measure-
ments is accomplished in five steps: (1) time-frequency
normalization of individual nine-hour-long seismograms,
(2) calculation of station-pair cross spectra, (3) stacking of
cross spectra for the period of observation, (4) identification
of zero crossings in the real part of the spectrum, and
(5) interpretation of zero crossings in terms of phase
velocity.
[8] The original seismic signal is highly variable in time

and the spectral amplitude varies by orders of magnitude
across the broad-band period range of interest ($5–100 s).
These variations reduce the validity of the assumption of a
dominantly isotropic wavefield, leading to the need for
some type of normalization. Other authors have accom-
plished this step by one-bit normalization [e.g., Shapiro et
al., 2005] and spectral whitening [Bensen et al., 2007;
Harmon et al., 2008]. Here, we use a different approach,
in which the original nine-hour-long seismogram is pro-
cessed using a comb of 1-mHz-wide overlapping filters. The
resulting nearly monochromatic signals are divided by their
analytic time-domain envelopes to yield output signals
of unit amplitude. These signals are then summed back
together to form what we refer to as a time-frequency-
normalized (TFN) seismogram.
[9] The TFN seismograms are tapered and transformed to

the frequency domain, and the cross correlation of signals
recorded at two stations is performed by spectral multipli-
cation. Stacks are then formed by summing the available
spectra, excluding those seismograms that overlap with
significant earthquakes, here defined as any earthquake in
the Global centroid-moment-tensor catalog [Ekström et al.,

2005]. Approximately one third of the records are elimi-
nated by applying the absence-of-earthquake criterion.
[10] Figure 1 shows the stacked spectra for the TA station

pairs D07A–B04A and D07A–C09A, located in Washing-
ton State and separated by 282 km and 145 km, respectively.
The real parts of the spectra (dark blue) resemble a Bessel
function in their oscillatory character, but the amplitudes of
the peaks do not decrease monotonically with frequency as
for J0. This amplitude behavior is not surprising given the
well-known peaks in the Earth’s noise spectrum and the
non-linear filtering involved in the time-frequency normal-
ization. The imaginary component of the D07A–B04A
spectrum is similar in amplitude to that of the real compo-
nent, and also displays an oscillatory character. As described
in detail by Cox [1973], the non-vanishing imaginary part of
the cross spectrum is a consequence of the azimuthally non-
uniform power of the noise.
[11] Because the amplitude of the real part of the spec-

trum depends on both the background noise spectrum and
non-linear effects of the data processing, dispersion infor-
mation cannot readily be deciphered from the detailed shape
of the spectrum. The locations of the zero crossings in the
spectrum should, however, be insensitive to variations in the
spectral power of the background noise, and we choose to
use the locations of these zero crossings as the dispersion
observables. If wn denotes the frequency of the nth observed
zero crossing and zn denotes the nth zero of J0, we can
determine the corresponding phase velocity as

c wn! " # wnr

zn
; !2"

following Aki’s [1957] approach. In observed spectra,
association of a given zero with a particular zero crossing
of J0 may be difficult because noise in the spectrum can
cause missed or extra zero crossings. To allow for this, we
develop a set of phase-velocity estimates cm(wn) based on
equation (2), where

cm wn! " # wnr

zn%2m
; !3"

and m takes the values 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., indicating the number
of missed or extra zero crossings.
[12] Figure 1 displays the locations of the zero crossings

of the real spectra as points on a frequency vs. phase-
velocity dispersion diagram. Connecting the positive-to-
negative zero crossings and the negative-to-positive zero
crossings generates two dispersion curves that can be
assessed for consistency. Additional, trial dispersion curves
are derived from the phase-velocity measurements resulting
from different possible choices of m for each zero. At long
periods, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ phase-velocity measurements can
easily be identified by whether they fall within a realistic
range (Figure 1). At shorter periods, the best criteria for
evaluating the validity of phase-velocity estimates are the
smoothness and continuity of the dispersion curves. By
connecting zero crossings of the same kind (up or down),
and allowing for extra or missed zero crossings at arbitrary
locations in the spectrum, our algorithm generates a large
suite of dispersion curves. It then discards all curves that
have unacceptable phase-velocity values or step-like veloc-
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ity changes between adjacent zero crossings. The remaining
dispersion curves (one connecting up-crossing zeros and
one connecting down-crossing zeros) are then evaluated at
the desired period. The difference between the phase
velocities of the two curves at each sampled frequency is
saved and used as a quality criterion.

4. Application to USArray Data

[13] We applied the method described in section 3 to
vertical-component seismograms recorded by the USArray
TA during 2006–2008. Continuous data from all available
stations were collected, and cross spectra were calculated
and stacked for all station pairs with separations smaller
than 300 km. The automated algorithm was used to deter-
mine dispersion curves from the zeros of the spectra.
[14] To assess the quality of the dispersion curves and

validate the spectral approach, we collected phase-velocity
measurements at 12-s period and used them in an inversion
for a phase-velocity map for the area covered by the TA
through the end of 2008. We selected paths in the distance

range 50–300 km, and used only those stacked spectra that
included 2000 or more hours of data. Measurements for
which the two (up and down) dispersion curves differed by
more than 0.25 km s!1 at 12 s were not included in the
inversion. The phase-velocity map was parameterized using
0.25 " 0.25-degree pixels. A small amount of damping was
applied in the inversion to minimize model roughness.
Figure 2 shows the result. Retrieved phase-velocity varia-
tions range from !16% to +10% with respect to the average
velocity of 3.21 km s!1. The retrieved map reduces the data
variance by 65% with respect to the best-fitting uniform
phase-velocity model, reflecting the high level of internal
consistency between the measurements. Prominent large-
amplitude features in the model include very slow velocities
associated with the Great Valley in California, the Olympic
Peninsula in Washington, and Yellowstone, and fast
anomalies associated with the Sierra Nevada in California.
The northern sections of the imaged area and portions of
the Colorado Plateau also show strong fast velocities. The
similarities between this map and that of Lin et al. [2008]
are striking. The spatial correlation of the two maps is 0.85,

Figure 1. (top) Stacked spectra for the station pairs (left) D07A–B04A and (right) D07A–C09A. Dark blue lines show
the real parts of the spectra and light blue lines show the imaginary parts. The stations are separated by 282 km (Figure 1,
top left) and 145 km (Figure 1, top right), and the stacks were formed from 6988 h (Figure 1, top left) and 8324 h (Figure 1,
top right) of earthquake-free cross-correlated seismograms. The spectra are tapered to 0 below 0.005 Hz. (bottom)
Dispersion diagrams showing the phase-velocity values derived from the zero crossings of the spectra above. Downward
triangles show zero crossings from positive to negative, upward triangles show crossings from negative to positive. Red
triangles correspond to m = 0, with no missing or extra zeros. Orange triangles correspond to m = 1; yellow to m = 2; light
blue to m = !1; and dark blue to m = !2. Dashed lines outline the region used to define acceptable phase velocities at each
frequency. Black lines connect upward- and downward-pointing triangles to define the dispersion curves that are sampled at
discrete frequencies for the subsequent analysis. Thin vertical lines and hexagons show the frequencies and phase velocities
corresponding to the samples at 12 s and 24 s.
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Some results from processing the
USArray data 200601-201204





Chulick and Mooney, 2002

The crust of North America



Recipe for success:

1. Correlate continuous recorded signals at all 
    pairs of  USArray stations in 4-h windows
    (note - this is a big calculation)
2. Stack all correlation functions for each pair
3. Determine zero crossings of stacked 
    cross-correlation spectra
4. Determine phase velocities using Aki’s formula
5. Invert phase-velocity observations to determine
   phase-velocity maps
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Rayleigh waves, 5 sec period



Rayleigh waves, 25 sec period





Observations and CRUST 2.0
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Observations and CRUST 2.0
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1. Noise tomography is a powerful tool to
     investigate shallow Earth structure using
     data from a regional network

2. There are different algorithms that are used --
     Aki’s method is perhaps the simplest

3. Noise tomography requires continuous data
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100 hours of noise data
red: theoretical prediction
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Spectrum of cross-correlation function


